


Unfortunately, self-care is often associated with selfishness. That 
is an old and outdated perception that we need to reverse. How 
can we take care of others if we don’t take care of ourselves? 

 
Taking care of yourself is the same as taking care of others. The more 
sensitivity you show towards yourself, the more sensitivity you can have 
towards others. However, many people have internalized that they must 
do everything for others 100% of the time. But that is not heroic, it is a 
dysfunctional and toxic form of behavior that makes one feel miserable. 
 
One step to begin to change this is to learn to say “I can’t” or “I’m not 
available this afternoon” without guilt. It can be difficult to give these 
kinds of answers (getting out of our comfort zone) but it is not selfish. 
 
The truth is that we overlook self-care because we have our wrong 
priorities; we place too many things above our fulfillment, our well-
being and our health.



1. Contemplate nature, relax in front of a beautiful landscape, go for a 
walk in the sun or take fresh air and listen to the song of the birds.

Self-care is the voluntary and systematic 
performance of activities aimed at maintaining 
health and preventing disease. It is essential to 
maintain our quality of life. There is increasing 
evidence that self-care reduces the incidence of 
pathologies.

Here are some ideas for you to practice your self-care

2. Take a relaxing bath with a little essential 
oil without thinking about what to do next.

3. Breathe deeply and consciously, count 
the times of inhaling and exhaling, feel 
your body oxygenate, reduce tension and 
refresh your energy.

4. Find a comfortable place and let yourself be carried away by sleep. 
Set an alarm if you are worried about sleeping too much.



7. Drink some herbal tea. Make yourself a relaxing drink with whatever 
tea you have lying around. If you like to experiment, try holy basil, 
damiana, chamomile, and lavender.

6. Dance to your favorite song. Put on music and enjoy letting yourself 
go and move at ease.

5. Enjoy savoring delicious food. You can cook it just for yourself or 
order it especially to give yourself that comforting taste.

8. Give yourself a massage. If you can’t book an appointment with a 
specialist, there are still many self-massage techniques that you can 
easily find online that require nothing more than your hands or a small 
ball.

9. Eat varied and healthy every day. Nourish your body with the vitamins 
and minerals it needs.



10. Take a walk in the sun (with proper 
sunscreen). Get vitamin D and take the 
opportunity to rest your mind.

11. In your home and workplace, create 
a physical space of well-being. Create 
order in your environment, as this will 
create more order in your mind.

12.Laugh out loud. Watch or read something entertaining, even if it 
means a silly video of baby goats in pajamas on YouTube.

We have to know that self-care is something 
very personal, it implies different needs, tastes 
and practices for each person. That is why what 
we do does not have to coincide with what 
another person does. We need to become aware 
and raise self-awareness of what is personally 
good for us.

13. Give yourself space for a good cry. Let out all your feelings. Watch a 
sad movie and let your emotions play out.



14. Show gratitude. Think about things in your life for which you are 
grateful.

15. See yourself through the eyes of a loving parent. Be the best mother 
or father to yourself that you can be to yourself. Treat your inner child 
with love, gentleness, and respect.

16. Say kind words to yourself. When you are angry, sad or scared, say 
softly to yourself: “Okay”, “I understand”, “I forgive you”, “You can do it”, 
“I believe in you”.

17. Go on a date with yourself. Go to a special place and spend a day 
with yourself. Take time to think about the qualities that you love and 
appreciate the most in yourself.
 
 
18. Consult with your heart. Explore how you feel emotionally. Does 
something feel uncomfortable or wrong? What emotions currently 
dominate your inner landscape? By gently acknowledging these 
emotions, you can practice self-ccare

Self-care is asking yourself     “what do I 
need?” and then doing it.  Not leaving 
it for later when you think you will have 

time.



19. Spend time with supportive people. Find people who believe in you 
and encourage you. Stay away from those who seek to drag you down 
and infect your life with negativity.

20. Feed and expand your mind. Learn something new. Read about 
different topics and open your mind to new perspectives. Enrich your 
understanding of the world.

21. Keep a journal and reflect. Record your self-care process, take note 
of your findings, reflect on your progress, and be proud of yourself.

22. Calm your mind. Find a way to calm your mind every day. Meditation 
exercises are excellent practices. Pay attention to the present moment 
and get out of your thoughts.

23. Take a break from social media. Clear the flow of your mind for a few 
days. Mute your app notifications and spend time doing something 
else.

24. Create a routine for your day. Create clarity and order by establishing 
clear habits and routines. Just make sure to be flexible and allow these 
structures to change and evolve as needed.



25. Create an “Achievements Folder”.
Whether it’s on your computer, in a physical folder, or on your desktop, 
reserve a place where you can record all of your proudest moments.
Reflect on: What obstacles have you overcome? What projects have 
you done? What struggles have you learned from? Record all of your 
successes to reflect on, especially for when you need encouragement.

27. Put your phone in airplane mode.
Temporarily free yourself every day from the bondage of checking your 
phone. For example, from 6 to 8 pm you are not available, or better, until 
the next morning.

28. Set a small, manageable goal each day, an important thing that you 
want to accomplish or do, that gives you satisfaction.
Just feeling like you’ve achieved a goal is a wonderful feeling you can 
experience on a daily basis!

29. Do something outside of your comfort zone.
Even if that means going a new route to work or walking your dog down 
a new street! Enjoy the sense of self-confidence and empowerment 
that comes with knowing that you can do something a little awkward 
and different.

26. Simplify your to-do list. Ask yourself: “What is really necessary?”
Identify the things on your mental (or physical) to-do list that are 
wasting space. Not everything is vital or important to do. This is going 
to reduce a tremendous amount of stress.



31. Ask for help and guidance. If you feel confused, lost, sad, stressed, or 
depressed, reach out to someone.
Asking for help is a sign of bravery and intelligence. Find a friend or 
professional to help you.

30. Set clear boundaries.
Stand up for yourself and say “no” even if your voice shakes. Set clear 
limits on your time and energy. Protecting your energy is a way of caring 
and respecting yourself. Dedicate energy only to what you consciously 
accept in your life.

32. Be receptive to beauty. Beauty can fill you with wonder.
Find at least one beautiful thing each day that you love and contemplate 
it. Nature is an easy and nurturing place to find all things beautiful and 
wild.

33. Connect with another 
person, have a heart-to-heart 
conversation, even if that 
person is online. Express your 
thoughts and feelings. Human 
connection, when authentic, 
elevates the soul.



35. Express your feelings by letting your creativity grow.
Write, draw, sculpt, make a scrapbook, paint, sing, or dance. Express 
yourself creatively in the way that is most attractive and natural to you. 
You don’t have to be an artist to do this! Self-expression and creativity 
have great healing power.

34. Be your best friend and soul mate. Treat yourself as you want to be 
treated. Enjoy spending time with yourself and fall in love with who you 
are. Celebrate your messy humanity and the strange paradox of who 
you are.



At each stage of our lives the need for self-care is 
different, in some stages it is greater than in others, but 
it’s a practice that we must develop throughout our lives. 
Regardless of whether we have children or not, if 
they are small or if they have already left home, 
regardless of whether we lead a large international 
work team, or we have already retired; whatever 
the situation we find ourselves in, the art of self-
care will help us to be the best version of ourselves, 
to know who we are and, above all, to differentiate 
what we want for ourselves from what we don’t. 
Nobody will do it for us, we need to learn to take the 
time to take care of ourselves, no excuses!
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